5 were made for get_file operations on a disk to memory basis, i.e. the files were requested from the file servers disk and discarded on the receivers side. Thus we where able to neglect the influence of local disk write operations upon the results. This resembles a scenario where a user requests a certain file (e.g. a drawing) for viewing. Since drawings are typically stored as bitmaps (binary) or as graphic language files (text) we examined text and binary transfer modes.
The file service is based upon the ISO FTAM file transfer protocol and thus usable in heterogeneous computer environments. Name and location transparency are achieved by the integration of a so called CIM manager in the file transfer process. Furthermore the CIM manager supports joint work upon documents (=files) by allowing various degrees of sharing semantics and keeping a design history log. Based upon the FTAM architectural model, every application system may be file server and file service client at the same time. Through this design, the autonomy of the application systems is preserved while the shared files stored in the distributed file system are controlled by the CIM manager. We did not discuss security aspects (which would have been an important issue) since we use the simple, FTAM defined security mechanisms of user identification via passwords.
We further described the ISODE based implementation of the file service and discussed its performance on the basis of measurements take at our prototype implementation. It was shown that the usage of FTAM did not result in performance drawbacks, compared with other file transfer protocols, like FTP.
[CoDo88] Coulouris, G., Dollimore, J. convergence protocol. Thus a really broad range of machines and networks is supported. The file management protocol was implemented using the ISO remote operation service element (ROSE). ROSE provides RPC like functionality and is therefore used to access the CIM managers database. As basic file transfer protocol we use the ISODE FTAM implementation.
We also implemented several performance enhancements of the ISODE software. Simple enhancements consider the arrangement of buffer sizes with FADU sizes for the local file operations in the FTAM client (invoker) and server (performer) implementations. More severe enhancements are expected from the inclusion of a simple quality of service parameter into the ISODE transport layer implementation. This parameter allows application processes to select the transport protocol data unit size (TPDU). The RFC 1006 implementation then adopts this value and adjusts the TCP window size accordingly. This is especially useful, when large files have to be transmitted over a local area network, since the original TPDU size (with a default value of 2048 bytes) is too small for such an environment.
The performance studies were based upon measurements. As measurement environment, we used two SUN sparc2 machines interconnected by a 10 Mbit/s Ethernet and configured with the ISODE over TCP/IP. The Ethernet trunk was isolated, so that we had no other traffic sources. The results were obtained through local time measurements on the client machines. To achieve statistical validity of the mean values presented in the subsequent figures, all file transfer operations were repeated 50 times. Confidence intervals with a 95% confidence level are shown where appropriate.
Measurements the execution time of the file management protocol indicated delays of 10 to 20 ms/operation, depending upon the size of parameter and result data structures. This value is in the area of RPC execution times of other platforms for distributed computing (like DCE [OSF90]) and thus tolerably low for our file service.
Concerning the basic file transfer protocol, we first investigated the overhead times introduced by the connection establishment (or association establishment in OSI terminology) and by the establishment of the FTAM regimes. The results of the retrieval (get-file) of text files between 1 Kbyte and 1 Mbyte are shown in fig. 3 . Most striking is the fact, that the connection establishment takes about 0.6 seconds. This means for single transfers of files less than 512 Kbyte, that the establishment overhead is more than 100%. The overhead through file selection, deselection and connection release is with about 100 ms comparably low. The transfer time includes the file open and data transfer regimes.
An approach to reduce the wasteful connection establishment overhead, might be to set up connections on the start of a working session. Thus the overhead only appears once. But this configuration is only reasonable if the number of file servers is low.
The following measurements compare the pure transfer times (without connection time) of the original ISODE FTAM implementation, our enhanced version and a public domain implementation of the internet FTP protocol. The delays shown in fig. 4 represent text file transfer times. As can be seen the gain reached through the enhancements is about 50%. This is especially interesting since the weak performance of the ISODE FTAM implementation has been used for criticism of the FTAM standard [MaBa92]. The performance of our enhanced FTAM is now comparable to that of FTP, which is a very wide spread protocol for file transfer applications. The delays for small files (up to 50 Kbyte) are overall less than 150 milli seconds, which is so low that a user will have the impression that the file operations are performed locally.
Next, we considered the throughput of our FTAM implementation for large files. The measurements shown in figure 2) : A file management protocol is responsible for user operations that access documents. This module resolves the file name and the storage location of this document at the CIM manager. If the file resides in the local file system, it is copied into the user applications working directory. If the desired file is not on the local machine, an explicit file transfer is invoked and a copy is retrieved. The possibility of incompatible representational formats is conquered by the optional inclusion of converter programs that are remotely invoked to translate the format of a file into a format interpretable by the destination machine.
In Summary, the file service consists of a file management protocol, that provides location, name and maybe representation transparency and a basic file transfer protocol for the transfer of files between private and public storage in the distributed environment. The management protocol uses remote procedure calls (RPC) to access the information stored within the CIM manager.
In order to overcome the heterogeneity of the different file systems that may form the distributed file system and in order to use a standardized protocol stack, we use the ISO FTAM standard as basic file transfer protocol.
FTAM (ISO 8571) was specified to support the transparent exchange of files in distributed systems. It is designed according to the client server model of interaction. We will describe FTAM very briefly here, for a more profound introduction see a book on OSI. The standard specification is based upon an abstraction of real file systems encountered in most operating systems, the virtual filestore (VFS). Incorporated in the VFS model are definitions of file attributes and of supported internal structures of files. Selectively accessible parts of a file are called File Access Data Units (FADU´s). Unlike many real file systems, the VFS has a flat directory structure, i.e. no tree like structure. Each service of the FTAM standard is defined with respect to the VFS. This provides a uniform and transparent view of a real file system to accessing filestore users. Within a file server, every feature of the VFS is mapped upon the real file system. Thus an accessing client may use the VFS operations, regardless of the type of the real file system.
The FTAM services are nested into so called regimes. The association regime allows a service user to establish an association with a service provider (server) and to negotiate the specific FTAM capabilities. Within the select regime old files are selected or new files are created as targets for the forthcoming operations. Access to a file's contents is not allowed before the following open regime is entered. Finally the data transfer regime allows data to be written to or read from an opened file.
The FTAM protocol defines the protocol data units (PDU), the temporal sequence of PDU exchange and the usage of the underlying ACSE and presentation layer services. At the transport level, connection oriented communication services are used.
Implementation and performance studies
In order to achieve an experimental environment, the file service was implemented based upon the ISODE software [ROR92]. ISODE is an implementation of the 3 upper layers of the OSI-RM including FTAM and runs on most UNIXlike operation systems as well as on VMS and DOS machines. It provides the connection oriented ISO transport service (ISO 8072) on top of TCP/IP networks using the RFC 1006 According to [Sat89], the most important factors of influence for the file service design at the operating system level are the expected file size distribution, the frequency of file operations, the change rate of the file contents and the sharing situation between different users. In our case we find a number of differences of these parameters between a general purpose file service and a file service in engineering environments. While [Sat89] and [Mul89] found out that the majority of files is rather small, with a mean size of about 10 Kbytes, files that represent engineering documents are definitely larger. Furthermore, we usually have long term transactions on a single file after its creation. Afterwards there are rather frequent read accesses, but rare write accesses. Due to the nature of these files (many drawings) they are usually read in their entirety rather than in parts.
The transport level finally is concerned with pure communication aspects. It has to provide reliable end to end data exchange services. In our view this level is identical to the transport layer (layer 4) defined by the open systems interconnection basic reference model (OSI-RM) [ISO84] . As uniform transport service we assume the usage of the connection oriented transport service defined in ISO8072. Note that this approach is different from other distributed file services like NFS or Andrew, that use connectionless services. We will discuss the pros and cons of this approach later.
File service design
The central question in the design of a file service for an engineering environment is how to provide the user with a transparency and efficiency in the presence of hardware and operating system heterogeneity. The mechanisms that provide this service should be part of the distributed operating system [LeSi90]. Unfortunately, this is not achievable within a heterogeneous environment. Since operating system kernel modifications are not possible, the system extensions for the file service have to be installed in the user program space.
In distributed file systems name and location transparency are provided by a mapping of logical file names onto physical storage devices in a networked environment. Thus, file operations are either mapped upon local disk accesses or upon remote file server operations. The mapping presumes global knowledge of the physical distribution of files. Since global knowledge is provided by operating system mechanisms, user applications are not aware of the distribution.
This mode of operation can be adopted for our file service. As described in section 2, the requirements for a file service in engineering environments are different from requirements for a general purpose distributed file system. Most important is, that our file service is used for the explicit exchange of product related documents between engineering application systems. Since the CIM manager introduced in section 1 is concerned with the consistent management of these documents, it is straightforward to integrate this component with an explicit file transfer service to achieve a transparent distributed file service. In order to control the accesses to documents, a specific part of the local file system in each machine is declared as owned by the CIM manager (public area, cf. fig. 1 ). The files residing in this area logically form the distributed file system of the engineering environment. These files cannot be altered partly. If an application desires access to such a file, the file is (in a transparent manner) copied into a local working area where it may be manipulated using file operations that are native to the specific local operating system. When the work on the file is finished (i.e. it is closed) it is copied back into the public area. Thus all accesses to documents pass through a common interface of the file service and the CIM manager service first. It is transparent for the user if the copying is local or remote.
Note, that this design idea is derived from the file access behavior of user applications in engineering environments. We presume, that files (i.e. documents) are usually opened 
Fig. 2: Sequence of file service operations
Throughout this paper, the term file service will denote all software entities that provide the functionality to access, transfer and manipulate files and file attributes within a collection of autonomous machines that are loosely coupled by a local area network.
A discussion of basic design issues of a distributed file service for engineering environments can be found in [KaPa91]. Yet, a satisfying solution is not presented in this paper. Basically, there are two approaches to the design of a file service for distributed environments [Svo84] . The first and most elegant one is the usage of a distributed file system such as SUNs network file system [LeSi90] or the andrew file system [HKM88, Sat89]. A drawback of distributed file systems is, that they are build as extensions to the operating system and in most cases rely upon homogeneous system environments. If systems are not supplied with distributed file system support by the vendor, an a-posteriori extension is impossible.
Alternatively one may build the file service upon explicit file transfer protocols such as the internet file transfer protocol (FTP) or the ISO's file transfer and manipulation protocol (FTAM). Severe drawbacks of explicit file transfer are the lack of transparency (users have to specify the location of files and -even worse -users do not face the same file system, on every machine they actually use) and the impossibility to invoke executable programs (i.e. program files) that are physically stored at a remote site.
The intention of our solution is to find a compromise between the benefits of the two possible approaches that is particularly suitable for the a-posteriori integration of heterogeneous systems and the document sharing within collaborative engineering environments.
In section 2 we will discuss the specific requirements for our file service and justify our approach to this problem. Section 3 will introduce the main concepts of the SUKITS file service, while section 4 discusses a prototype implementation and results of performance studies.
File service requirements
In order to describe the requirements of the file service, we distinguish four levels of abstraction. On top, we find the user level. In general, users are not interested in computer specific aspects of the work they perform. They have a certain task to fulfill (e.g. a design task) and therefore create documents belonging to that task (e.g. design drawings) using a suitable software tool (e.g. a CAD system). Since this may be a cooperative process, means for the coordination of several users are needed. Next, we identify the application program level. Software tools (application programs) are used to create and manipulate the user level documents. The store these document as typed files in a permanent storage provided by the computer platform. Different application systems may have different syntactical representations of thier local documents, accordingly the files representing a document are only interpretable together with their type information.
The third level is the operating system level. This includes aspects of classical distributed file systems [LeSi90] as well as file transfer protocols. An application program accesses files through specific system calls. The provision of these callls and their mapping upon physically local or remote storage devices is an operating system task. Remote file operations have to be mapped upon communication services of the transport level. This level provides services for the reliable and efficient exchange of information over networks.
Two general requirements for all levels are efficiency and transparency. As efficiency measure, file access times are used. It is desireable, that remote file access delays should be in the order as delays encountered on local accesses. Transparency is a central aspect in all distributed systems [CoDo88] . At the user level, the distributed system should optimally appear like one virtual machine. At each level of the hierarchy certain aspects of the distributed systems file service have to be hidden by appropriate mechanisms.
At the user level, complete transparency for naming, location, representation and access is necessary. Documents should be identified either via an associated development project or via product related document identifiers (e.g. part numbers). The user should be completely unaware, where the files representing a document are physically stored, which specific data format is used and how the files are accessed remotely. In order to enable user defineable cooperation, sharing semantics should be adjustable between strict version control and "everybody may manipulate". In any case the design history of a document has to be logged.
The application level requirements are twofold. First, since most application systems have been designed to operate autonomously, they usually have their own local data repository. This data repository is mapped upon the local file system. Accordingly the application system expects a certain file operation syntax as well as a file content syntax (the representation format) which is usually fixed and cannot be altered. Second, since the systems are designed for autonomous operation, only the exchange of data files has to be supported, not the exchange of executable programs.
The operating system is responsible for the provision of the basic functionality of a distributed file service. It incorporates all mechanisms that handle local and remote file accesses. Due to the autonomy of the application systems, every system usually has its local file system. Thus, all data files are physically distributed over all machines in the environment and each machine has to incorporate both: file server functionality and file service client functionality. 
Introduction
One of the outstanding applications of computer systems, industrial product development, is performed as a joint effort of tightly cooperating designers in so called engineering environments. Here, all documents defining a product, like design drawings and assembly plans, are created. To support this process, highly specialized computer based tools, like computer aided design systems (CAD) or numerical control programming systems (NC) are used. These systems are characterized through a high degree of heterogeneity with respect to hardware platforms, operating systems and the application systems themselves.
Due to this heterogenity, many of the computer aided systems we find in today's engineering environments are unable to exchange information transparently. This hinders an ordered cooperation of users . What is needed here, is an
